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I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrafast or high-framerate ultrasound imaging is an imaging modality which has been developed over the last fifteen years and which has found numerous applications [1] . Indeed, plane wave imaging allows a high-framerate of more than 1 000 images per second (according to depth of interest) against 150 images per second at most for conventional imaging [2] . This increased framerate is useful to image fast phenomena of tissues [3] , [4] . Plane wave imaging is used for artery elasticity assessment as well as flow estimation [5] , [6] .
With the purpose of evaluating the healthy or pathological state of blood vessels, one usual method consists to measure several parameters linked to hemodynamic (flow) [7] or to mechanical parameters of arterial wall (wall thickness, distensibility, pulse wave velocity) [8] . These two aspects are generally assessed using two different ultrasound sequences
The Verasonics system was cofounded by the FEDER program, SaintEtienne Metropole (SME) and Conseil General de la Loire (CG42) within the framework of the SonoCardioProtection Project leaded by Pr Pierre Croisille and Dr Magalie Viallon as principal investigators. This work was also performed within the framework of the LABEX CELYA (ANR-10-LABX-0060) and LABEX PRIMES (ANR-10-LABX-0063) of Université de Lyon, within the program "Investissements d'Avenir" (ANR-11-IDEX-0007) operated by the French National Research Agency (ANR). and processing techniques. This can be explained by the difference in terms of signal intensity between the tissue and blood (more than 40 dB). But also the nature of blood and wall's motion is different in terms of direction (along the vessel for flow and perpendicular to the vessel for pulse wave) and velocity. However, wall and flow are naturally linked and should be analyzed together. In order to better evaluate and understand blood-wall interaction, an imaging technique able to provide simultaneously both characteristics would be highly relevant.
Transverse oscillation has been developed for flow estimation and provides 2D velocity estimation [9] , [10] ; our group was among the first to propose a method combining the transmission of plane wave with transverse oscillation for flow imaging [11] . Moreover, the method has been adapted for tissue motion estimation [12] , [13] . Consequently, we propose to use transverse oscillation technique to simultaneously extract flow and wall motion at high-framerate using one unique plane wave sequence.
The aim of this paper is to show the feasibility of the method with a carotid phantom (PVA) filled with a blood-mimicking fluid (Orgasol R ). Different set-ups in terms of pressure (flow) and stiffness (wall) have been investigated. In the following, section II introduces the experimental set-up, the material and the adapted transverse oscillation method for simultaneous blood and wall motion imaging. Then section III presents the results. Finally, section IV concludes the paper with a brief summary of the method and results.
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

A. Experimental set-up
Several PVA phantoms have been molded (Tab. I) for the experiments in order to mimic carotid artery, and an Orgasol R solution has been used to mimic blood. The phantom preparation was composed of PVA, silica and distilled water (10 %, 1 % and 89 % in weight, respectively). PVA acquires its properties by freeze-thaw cycles process; the higher the number of cycles, the higher the Young's modulus. PVA ensures elasticity while silica provides scatterers in vessel wall. The resulting phantoms are very close to biological tissues in terms of acoustic and mechanical characteristics [14] . Finally, phantoms with four different number of freeze-thaw cycles (from 2 to 5 cycles) have been investigated (Tab. I). For each number of cycles two samples have been produced. The blood mimicking fluid was made with 5 µm Orgasol R , glycerol, surfactant and distilled water (2 %, 10 %, 1 % and 87 % in weight, respectively). Orgasol R provides scatterers, glycerol sets viscosity and surfactant ensures that the scattering particles are dispersed in the fluid. The resulting blood-mimicking fluid is in accordance with the standard physical and acoustic properties of blood [15] . The inlet of the phantom is connected to a fluid column (filled with the blood-mimicking fluid) while the output is connected to an open tank (at the ambient pressure of the experiment room) and the phantom is immersed in water for ultrasound measurement. A solenoid-valve, controlled by a function generator is placed between the inlet and the pressure column to set the flow cycles (Tab. I). The experimental set-up is idle before each acquisition and experiment. In this study, a Verasonics ultrasound system (Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA) with the L7-4 probe were used; acquisition parameters are described in Tab. II. Acquisitions were performed with plane wave; only one horizontal plane wave was transmitted in order to achieve an ultrafast imaging at high-framerate (no compounding). The ultrasound probe was immersed in water and placed parallel to the superior wall at a depth of 6 mm. The Verasonics system was triggered by the function generator to start acquisition 100 ms before the activation of the solenoid valve which remains opened during 300 ms and data were acquired during a total time of 1.2 s. For each configuration (phantom, number of freeze-thaw cycles and column height) 3 acquisitions were performed resulting in 48 acquisitions in total. The reconstruction was done in postacquisition using the Stolt's migration technique performed in the Fourier domain [16] .
B. Data acquisition
C. Flow and wall motion estimation
Before flow and wall estimation a regression polynomial wall filter was applied on each pixel along time. The fitting polynomial was removed to keep the high-frequency components only [17] . Motion (wall and flow) estimation technique is based on transverse oscillation technique.
In this work, the implementation of transverse oscillation was performed in post-acquisition in the Fourier domain [18] ; this method consists to multiply the 2D Fourier spectrum of each RF image to only keep the desired lateral wavelength. The resulting Fourier spectrum is composed of "four" spots corresponding to the axial (natural) and lateral (introduced with the mask multiplication) frequencies. Once the image has been filtered with this approach it becomes possible to extract the 2D motion vector map using the phase-based technique described in [19] . Transverse oscillation was introduced with a wavelength of 1.48 mm, the natural oscillation due to ultrasound along the axial axis has a wavelength of 0.25 mm. Motion was computed between each successive frame through a block of 2 mm (8 axial wavelengths) per 2.96 mm (2 lateral wavelengths). After estimation, velocities are filtered by a mean temporal filter of 25 ms. For displaying the results, flow velocity is only showed on the central part of the probe (width of 2 cm) due to a lack of signal near the image edges. However, wall velocity is completely displayed because the intensity signal is sufficient in the wall.
III. RESULTS
A. Flow and pulse wave visualization
The main interest of the method is to directly quantify and visualize flow and pulse wave simultaneously. An example of this kind of visualization is provided (Fig. 1) for one phantom of this study.
The wall and flow have different properties. Concerning the velocities, the wall is subject to a maximum velocity of 1 mm/s ( Fig. 1 (a), (b) , (c) and (d)) while the maximum flow velocity is around 0.3 m/s (Fig. 1 (d) ). Moreover, wall motion is estimated from the axial axis whereas flow is extracted from the lateral axis. More importantly, the maximum wall velocity and the maximum flow velocity are delayed in time. In fact, the maximum wall velocity can be seen at the beginning of the acquisition when the pulse wave crosses the phantom (Fig. 1  (a), (b) and (c) ) between 117.33 ms to 120 ms from left to right. During the propagation of the pulse wave the flow is close to zero. Indeed, the maximum estimated velocity profile is noticeable at 333.33 ms (Fig. 1 (d) ) and when the flow is maximum the wall velocity is minimum. The difference of signal between the flow and the wall was measured to approximately 40 dB (center of the lumen and distal wall). Consequently, the wall intensity is more important than flow intensity and a gap in terms of signal is present as is the case for real carotid data. The algorithm is able to extract a large range of velocities which is vital for simultaneously quantifying wall and flow. In addition, the method is able to extract vector velocities as required for wall and flow study.
B. Flow according to pressure
Flow has been estimated for two different pressure columns (25 cm and 45 cm), the resulting profiles across the vessel (average and standard deviation) are shown below (Fig. 2) .
Profiles are quasi-parabolic with a maximum value of 0.399 m/s ± 6.5 % in high pressure and 0.327 m/s ± 4.0 % in low pressure. Maximum flow velocity decreased as expected with input pressure and the standard deviations remain low in comparison with the maximum values. 
C. Pulse wave velocity according to elasticity
Pulse wave velocity can be extracted from wall velocity maps by tracking the propagation of the wall velocity front ( Fig. 1 (a), (b) and (c) ) along time. The position of the propagating pulse wave was defined where the wall acceleration attains its maximum and correspond to the foot of the pulse wave. The results for each number of freeze-thaw cycles (on average with standard deviation) are displayed (Fig. 3) .
The pulse wave velocity increases with the number of freeze-thaw cycles as predicted from 2.21 m/s ± 1.78 % to 4.89 m/s ± 7.63 %. Moreover, the shape of the curve matches with our expectations. Indeed, the theoretical curve Fig. 3 . Estimated pulse wave velocities on average depending on freeze-thaw cycles.
converges after 5 freeze-thaw cycles. The standard deviations remain small in regard to the pulse wave velocities even if they increase with the number of freeze-thaw cycles. The first explanation is that the number of frames where the pulse wave velocity is propagating decrease with the increase of the pulse wave velocity which causes a loss of robustness. Secondly, the phantoms were made in a month and in several steps. Consequently, a few differences during the thawing process might have occurred in particular some temperature variation. Nevertheless, the method is still able to extract pulse wave velocity in accordance with the elasticity of the medium.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, an imaging method able to provide simultaneously information about pulse wave propagation and blood flow has been proposed and investigated. It is based on transverse oscillation with horizontal plane wave insonification.
The algorithm is able to estimate the velocity vector from flow (lateral) and wall (axial). The validation process has been performed on a total of 48 plane wave acquisitions composed with 8 phantoms with various stiffnesses and flow velocities. Pulse wave velocities were computed from 2.21 m/s to 4.89 m/s and estimated flow velocities are 0.399 m/s and 0.327 m/s; all standard deviations are lower than 10 %. Results show that the technique allows a simultaneous study and visualization of flow and wall motion. Moreover, fastest phenomena like pulse wave can be extracted after computation. The estimated flows and pulse wave velocities are in accordance with the applied pressure columns and stiffnesses, respectively, which validate the feasibility of our approach.
